
Floral Design
and Marketing

Program Learning Goals & Outcomes

Understand and utilize the components necessary demonstrate the successful application of 
the principles of floral design 

Interpret the information form orders regarding occasion, style, flower preferences and price to make 
determination regarding design selections that will satisfy customers 
Design saleable arrangements in traditional design shapes and contemporary styles 
Design saleable wedding, funeral and party floral  designs 

Effectively communicate with customers and co-workers
Effectively communicate in written form 
Effectively communicate orally.

Have an awareness of what is required to plan and execute effective and ethical marketing 
strategies for a retail flower business

Develop products and services that reach the target market of the campus flower shop 
Develop effective advertising and promotions for floral products and services 

Appreciate how to identify and care for fresh flowers and plants following established Chain of 
Life procedures for flowers and recommended cultural practices for plants 

Identify, by scientific and common name, fresh flowers and foliage readily available on the commercial 
flower market and herbaceous plants and houseplants commonly sold by retail florists 
Demonstrate knowledge of the vase life potential of fresh flowers and the proper care and handling 
practices that maximize vase life 
Demonstrate knowledge of the cultural practices recommended for growth and development of 
herbaceous plants and houseplants 

Understand what is required to manage the routine operations of a retail flower shop 
including visual merchandising, sales, design, and delivery, as well as office management and 
bookkeeping

Develop effective visual merchandising of floral products while directing others in the process

Develop effective customer service skills while leading others in developing theirs

Manage the design and delivery of an assigned load of weekly flower orders while overseeing the work 
of other floral designers

Know how to apply mathematical skills to common floral business situations.
Successfully complete a two-course series of mathematics classes.
Calculate retail prices for fresh flowers and floralarrangements
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Possess an understanding of floral design as a visual art form and understand the 
process for lifelong development as a floral artist

Design modern, artistic, arrangements with original shapes, techniques, and mechanics
Demonstrate an understanding of and appreciation for the creative process and the initiative to pursue 
further educational and artistic growth opportunities outside the classroom
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